Leganto Release Notes - July 2019

August Sneak Peak

- Option to roll over a course from the Leganto welcome page.
- Ability to modify course details in Leganto for all courses (when enabled).

Main Features

Leganto Features Table

**July 2019 Alma**

The Leganto Customer Settings mapping table was split into two tables: all parameters that directly determine whether a feature appears in Leganto were removed from this table and now appear in the new Leganto Features mapping table (Configuration Menu > Fulfillment > Leganto > Leganto Features).

In addition to moving to the new table, unnecessary prefixes or suffixes to the parameter names, such as `allow_`, `enable_`, `display_`, or `_support` were removed.

Reading List and Citation Analytics (List Analysis)

**July 2019 Leganto**

In order to provide instructors with a better view about their reading lists' usage, when enabled by your library you can now view Analytics information about your reading lists and citations. This feature, called *List Analysis*, can be enabled for instructors (and librarians) only or also for students. The Analytics information is updated daily.

When this feature is enabled, the View lists analysis icon appears at the top of My Lists and every reading list. If you select the icon on the My Lists page, Analytics information appears instead of the reading list descriptions. To return to the standard view of My Lists, select the icon again or the X at the right of the bottom status bar that appears while analysis is visible.
My Lists - List Analysis, Student Engagement

The color of the left border indicates student involvement: red for 0-20%, yellow for 21-50%, or green for 51-100%.

Select **Weekly Active Students** for a list to see a student usage graph.

My Lists - List Analysis, Weekly Active Students

List Analysis in a reading list displays information per citation.

Reading List - List Analysis, Student Engagement

Google Analytics Events

**July 2019 Alma**

Many more Leganto events now appears in Google Analytics. These events includes many actions performed in Leganto, distinguished between instructor and student.
Google Analytics

The events include:

- Instructor - Add student discussion message
- Instructor – Publish list
- Instructor – Unpublish list
- Instructor – Duplicate list
- Instructor - View list as student
- Instructor - Send list
- Instructor - Add library discussion
- Instructor – View List Advisor
- Instructor – Add Creative Commons license to list
- Instructor - Add tags
- Instructor - Add public note
- Instructor - Add private note
- Instructor - Add due date
- Instructor – View citation details
- Instructor - Mark as read
- Instructor - Filter list by tags
- Instructor – Filter list by types
- Instructor - Filter list by sections
- Instructor - Filter list by other
- Instructor - View link
- Instructor – Download
- Instructor – Like
- Instructor - Disable List Advisor tips
- Instructor - View the CiteIt! dialog box
- Instructor – Drag CiteIt! button
- Instructor - View Find Lists
- Instructor - View Report tab
- Student - Add student discussion message
- Student - Add private note
- Student – View citation details
- Student - Mark as read
- Student - Filter list by tags
• Student – Filter the list by type
• Student - Filter the list by section
• Student - Filter the list by others
• Student - View link
• Student - Download
• Student - Like
• Student - View the CiteIt! dialog box
• Student - Drag CiteIt!button
• Student - View Find Lists

Mapping Bibliographic Record Fields to Citation Fields

July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00589678 00623171
You can now configure and normalize the information that is taken from a bibliographic record and copied to a citation when a) a repository citation is created or b) a resource locate succeeds for the citation. For more information, see Mapping Bibliographic Record Fields to Citation Fields.

Changes to the Course Loading Integration Profile

July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00629468
The following changes were made to the course loading integration profile:

• You can select the status **Rolled Over** for rolled over reading lists.
• New setting: **On rollover list creation mode - Multiple** (create a new list for each course) or **Single** (if the list already exists, attach it to the new course).

Additional Enhancements

- **July 2019 Leganto**
  Changes to Cite It! supported sites:
  - Law Trove was changed to Oxford Law Trove.
  - OER Commons, OpenStax, and The Open Textbook Library were added as supported sites.
  - The entry for Taylor & Francis was fixed.
- **July 2019 Alma** SF: 00510979 00570013
  Use the tag_sorting parameter to sort the tag drop-down list in Leganto according to the Tags code table, rather than first grouped by type (and then sorted by the Tags code table). See Configuring Citation and Section Tags.
- **July 2019 Alma**
  To enable enable/disable List Analysis (see above Leganto feature), set the parameter list_analysis to all or instructors. Leave blank to disable. For more information, see Enabling Reading List / Citation Analytics Information (List Analysis).
- **July 2019 Alma** SF: 00618157
  To enable enable/disable the display of Primo availability restriction information in Leganto, set the parameter display_primo_restriction_label to true or false. For more information, see Configuring Primo Availability for Citations Added from Primo.
- **July 2019 Alma** SF: 00595138
  You can enable/disable student’s ability to “like” citations using the like parameter (true/false). See Configuring Whether Students Can “Like” Citations.
• **July 2019 Alma SF: 00595138**
  You can enable/disable the library discussion using the `library_discussion` parameter (true/false). See Configuring Discussions in Leganto.

• **July 2019 Alma SF: 00595138**
  You can enable/disable users' ability to suggestion citations for reading lists using the `suggestions` parameter. See Configuring Reading List Suggestions.

• **July 2019 Alma SF: 00640467 00645592**
  You have a new option when configuring instructors’ ability to mark links as broken. Set `mark_as_broken` to `links` to enable Leganto users to report broken links when there is at least one available electronic resource, or all (formerly alert) to enable Leganto users to report broken links in all cases (including when there are no available electronic resources but there are, for example, available physical or digital resources or an uploaded file). Leave blank to disable the ability to mark links as broken. See Enabling Broken Link Reporting.

• **July 2019 Leganto**

  **Idea Exchange**
  When deleting a citation, the confirmation dialog box now contains information about the citation.

  ![Confirmation dialog box](image)

  **Deleting a Citation**

• **July 2019 Leganto**
  The Alexander Street Press (ASP) recommendations pane was changed to Video Recommendations and now includes complete video recommendations from Primo Central. You can toggle in this pane to view only ASP recommendations.

  ![Video Recommendations](image)
July 2019 Alma
To support expanded video recommendations, the `asp` value for the `recommendations` parameter was removed and replaced by `video`.

July 2019 Leganto
When arriving to Leganto from the CMS using a course link, the fact that My Lists is filtered by the course is now highlighted.

July 2019 Alma SF: 00653460 00653487
The alert `List was published/unpublished` now appears on the reading list level, only.

July 2019 Alma
In the Primo Integration mapping table, if you are using Leganto and `primo_default_search_scope` doesn't include your local Primo repository items, you can now configure `local_repository_scope` with a scope that contains your local repository items. See `Configuring Search Repository`.

July 2019 Leganto
For RTL languages, such as Hebrew, the bar to drag and drop sections is now on the right.

July 2019 Leganto SF: 00633760
Filtering by a search string in a reading list was enhanced to support several features, including a) search for `John Smith finds Smith, John`, and b) support for double quoted phrases.

July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics SF: 00491061
The `Citation ID` field was added to Leganto Instructor Usage Events > Citation Metadata Details.

July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics
Searchable ID fields 4-10 were added to Course Reserves > Courses in Analytics.
Resolved Issues

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00474477
  A librarian could not see student discussions or likes associated with a citation unless he or she was the owner of the list. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00611018
  When doing an instructor rollover, the copyrights were not recalculated properly for articles. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Alma** SF: 00637936 00667879 00637936 00638021 00641762
  The citation alerts date format did not match the system_date_format. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00644792
  Exporting to PDF while in student view included the library-internal and instructor-library tags. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00644860 00677859
  Cite it! from British Library's Explore catalogue wasn't working. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00637027 00648665 00675620 00681949
  After selecting Add to Citation for another edition, Leganto did not show the other edition's availability. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00647401
  When using SAML, timing out did not redirect the user to the correct login page. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00462473
  The Remove from lists action did not appear on watched lists until you refreshed. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Alma** SF: 00597999 00651660 00654436
  In the Leganto Primo mapping table, the concat operator did not work for addata/au or addata/addau Primo fields. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00655911
  The start and end page did not appear together when Hebrew was selected as the language. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Alma** SF: 00648528
  A new label was required for the word "lists" when searching for lists. The new label is search.filteredLists.

- **July 2019 Leganto** SF: 00692357 00694747
  In some cases, the reading list facets did not display the correct results after selecting the facet. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics** SF: 00664513
  Sometimes the shared folder for Leganto Analytics did not appear. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00639014
  The copyright rules did not work properly for some citations with characters in their ISBN/ISSN. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00637464 00642155 00637464 00642155
  In some cases, the reading list facets did not display the correct results after selecting the facet. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00624215
  The list configuration feature Select List Size disappeared from the Edit Citations page. It was restored.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00631493
  Sometimes when adding a citation in Alma, the Citation Default Copyright Status did not work. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00642218
  When using the course loading integration profile to roll over courses to new courses with the same names, other courses were also incorrectly given these courses' names. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00369728
  The course end date was sometimes off one day for a course uploaded by the course loading integration profile. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00595117
  The Activate/Deactivate Courses job sometimes considered course start/end dates as though they were one day before or after the configured date. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves** SF: 00548441
  In the course loading integration profiles, a rollover operation with copyright = Recalculate set Number of Students to the old course's number of participants instead of the new course's number. This was fixed.
• July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics SF: 00586204
  Not all citations from a list appeared in Leganto Student Usage Analytics. This was fixed.

• July 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves / Analytics SF: 00631118
  Digitized citations did not appear in Analytics. This was fixed.